"If you'd like to experience a living combination of Spaulding Gray, Rumi,
Jack Kerouac, Robin Williams, Shel Silverstien, Michael Talbot and Thich
Nhat Hanh- you owe it to yourself to see Dreaming Bear." Frank
Marino ~Elevate Films~
"DreamingBear is the best conscious orator on the planet. His love spells
magically open the heart!" ~Mark Victor Hansen, co-creator,
Chicken Soup for the Soul
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DreamingBear is an award-winning author of eight books, & “spoken word
genius” whose stand-up philosophical approach has as inspired audiences at
venues around the globe including Agape International Spiritual Center,
Bodhi Tree Bookstore, The Alchemy Conference, New Living Expo,
numerous music & arts festivals, yoga studios, colleges, universities & spiritual
centers of all faiths. DreamingBear is frequently described as “modern day
Rumi or Hafiz.”
DreamingBear’s Languaging the New Paradigms Playshop focuses synthesis
of a broad spectrum of limit-edge sciences such as wave genetics, where
scientists take DNA strands and put them under weak laser light conditions
and expose them to word combinations & watch the DNA literally unfold,
unravel, unlock and recombine. Proving that language on a primal material
world level has the ability to recreate reality. DreamingBear uniquely blends
modern linguistic alchemy & the ancient oral traditions of indigenous
wisdom keepers in an art form known as Songlines.
•Re-articulate a new language that transforms the mundane into the
magnificent with the foundation of communication as an opportunity for
creating expanded thought-forms for the new paradigms. Learn the art of
writing & creating Love Spells.
•Awaken your inner genius through merging the latest scientific discoveries
with universal perennial truths as you invoke your ability to turn words into
worlds through the esoteric art of manifestation called Chaos magic.
•Repattern your consciousness with the extrapolation of information from
the zero point field as a source of wisdom & activation of internal
technology that allows us to live in harmony with the natural world and
harness its tremendous wisdom.
•Disengage the auto-pilot Observer & awaken pre-temporal memory.
Examples of playshop activities include stand-up philosophy, quantum
conscious songlines, chaos magic & writing exercises, ecstatic play rituals,
dance, vocalization & singing, tools for dream manifestation, and powerful
verbalization techniques.

